TRILON B Powder is the tetrasodium salt of ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (Na₄EDTA). This economical form of EDTA is recommended for industrial applications where small amounts of Na₃NTA can be tolerated.

Applications:

**Chemical Cleaning:**
Removes calcium oxalate, calcium sulfate, calcium carbonate, barium sulfate, and other type scales from process equipment. Used in radioactive decontamination processes.

**I & I Cleaners:**
Dissolves scale, prevents scale formation, improves detergency of surfactants. Prevents turbidity in concentrated liquid cleaners and shampoos. Minimizes effects of polyvalent metal ions on emulsions, lubricants and polishes.

**Metal Finishing:**
Removal of oxide films from metal articles; alkaline derusting; antistreak agents for pickling baths; alkaline degreasing.

**Textiles:**
Controls metal ions in scouring, boil-off, bleaching, dyeing, stripping, and finishing operations. Protects fluorescent whitening agents from metal catalyzed oxidation and degradation. Protects dyes from color change.

**Pulp/Paper:**
Improves efficiency of hydro bleach; reduces metal catalyzed brightness reversion. Used in descaling process equipment. Protects dyes from precipitation with metals.

**Soap/Detergents:**
Prevention of calcium and magnesium soap formation; improve detergency of soaps and detergents. Stabilizes perborate and percarbonate bleaches.

TRILON is a registered trademark of BASF Aktiengesellschaft

For More Information:
Order Placement
To place orders for delivery in the United States please call our toll free number (800) 443-6460. To place orders for delivery in Canada please call BASF Canada at (800) 267-2955.

For Other Information
Including product literature and Material Safety Data Sheets please call (800) 443-6460.
Or Visit Our Website At:
www.performance.basf-corp.com

Important: While the information and data contained in this bulletin are presented in good faith and believed to be reliable, they do not constitute a part of our terms and conditions of sales unless specifically incorporated in our Order Acknowledgment. NOTHING HEREIN SHALL BE DEEMED TO CONSTITUTE A WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, THAT SAID INFORMATION OR DATA ARE CORRECT OR THAT THE PRODUCTS DESCRIBED ARE MERCHANTABILITY OR FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR THAT SAID INFORMATION, DATA OR PRODUCTS CAN BE USED WITHOUT INFRINGING PATENTS OF THIRD PARTIES.
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